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Practical JIRA PluginsO'Reilly, 2011

	This book is about plugins for JIRA, the popular issue tracker from Atlassian. An issue
	tracker lets people collaborate better when there are things to be done. You can use an
	issue tracker for everything from tracking bugs in software, to customer support requests,
	and beyond. Plugins extend what JIRA can do and can be developed...
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Exploratory Software Testing: Tips, Tricks, Tours, and Techniques to Guide Test DesignAddison Wesley, 2009

	How to Find and Fix the Killer Software Bugs that Evade Conventional Testing 


	 


	In Exploratory Software Testing, renowned software testing expert James Whittaker reveals the real causes of today’s most serious, well-hidden software...
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Grzimek's Student Animal Life Resource - Insects and Spiders (2-vol. Set)Gale, 2005
Grzimek's Student Animal Life Resource: Insects and Spiders offers readers comprehensive and easy-to-use information on Earth's bugs. Entries are arranged by taxonomy, the science through which living things are classified into related groups. Each entry includes sections on physical characteristics; geographic range; habitat; diet;...
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Annoying: The Science of What Bugs UsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Two crackerjack science journalists from NPR look at why some things (and some people!) drive us crazy


	It happens everywhere?offices, schools, even your own backyard. Plus, seemingly anything can trigger it?cell phones, sirens, bad music, constant distractions, your boss, or even your spouse. We all know certain things get...
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Getting Started with LLVM Core LibrariesPackt Publishing, 2014

	Get to grips with LLVM essentials and use the core libraries to build advanced tools


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to configure, build, and use LLVM and Clang based tools
	
		Explore the depths of the LLVM front-end, IR, code generator, and libraries, and learn how a modern compiler is...
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Dan Appleman's Developing Activex Components With Visual Basic 5.0: A Guide to the PerplexedZiff Davis, 1997
With the release of version 5, VB programmers can finally create ActiveX controls without resorting to C++. And when the manual can't help, turn to VB master Dan Appleman, who can. In this well-designed guide, you'll find a serious review of all the key technology-from beginning OLE fundamentals to the latest in ActiveX component, ActiveX control,...
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Special Edition Using Microsoft Office 2003, Student-Teacher EditionQue, 2006
Microsoft Office Software has been around, in one version or another, for more than a decade. Wethat is, Woody and Edhave been writing about Office since the very beginning. In books, on the Web, and in magazine articles and e-mail newsletters, we've guided lost souls through the Office labyrinth, held Microsoft's feet to the...
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JavaScript Testing Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	JavaScript is an important part of web development in today's Web 2.0 world. While there are many JavaScript frameworks in the market, learning to write, test, and debug JavaScript without the help of any framework will make you a better JavaScript developer. However, testing and debugging can be time consuming, tedious, and painful. This...
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Simplifying JavaScript: Writing Modern JavaScript with ES5, ES6, and BeyondPragmatic Bookshelf, 2018

	
		The best modern JavaScript is simple, readable, and predictable. Learn to write modern JavaScript not by memorizing a list of new syntax, but with practical examples of how syntax changes can make code more expressive. Starting from variable declarations that communicate intention clearly, see how modern principles can improve all...
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Fixing Windows XP Annoyances : How to Fix the Most Annoying Things About the Windows OSO'Reilly, 2006
Windows XP is the most popular operating system on the planet--and the most annoying. From incomprehensible error messages to inexplicable crashes, from wonky wireless setups to just finding a file, Windows can make your computing life a nightmare. But thanks to Fixing Windows XP Annoyances, you...
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Pro XAML with C#: Application Development Strategies (covers WPF, Windows 8.1, and Windows Phone 8.1)Apress, 2015

	Pro XAML with C#: Application Development Strategies is your guide to real-world development practices on Microsoft’s XAML-based platforms, with examples in  WPF, Windows 8.1, and Windows Phone 8.1. Learn how to properly plan and architect an application on one or more of these platforms for a robust, scalable solution.
...
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Networking All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2021

	
		Your ultimate one-stop networking reference 

	
		Designed to replace that groaning shelf-load of dull networking books you’d otherwise have to buy and house, Networking All-in-One For Dummies covers all the basic and not-so-basic information you need to get a...
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